
Phoneme-grapheme correspondences and a Newcastle 
accent 

 
 
Introduction: 
This site is aimed to be a resource for those teachers and other professionals who have 
an interest in spoken English and how it is encoded in the spelling system. This will 
include those using reading schemes which are fully or partly phonics-based. 
 
This particular page focuses on English spoken with a Newcastle upon Tyne accent. It 
aims to be a brief guide to some phoneme-grapheme correspondences. It is not itself a 
phonics scheme in any way, nor is it an analysis of the tasks of encoding (speech-to-
text: spelling) or decoding (text-to-speech: reading). It focuses on the major 
distinguishing characteristics of this particular accent, many of which will be shared 
by other accents, and how these translate into phoneme-grapheme correspondences. 
The lists of graphemes are not exhaustive, but include the more common ones. 
 
It is of course important to bear in mind that there will be much accent variation 
between speakers in any one geographical area (whether and to what extent they show 
local characteristics). An individual’s accent may even differ depending on the 
occasion, for example on the formality of the speaking environment. A fairly broad 
accent, i.e. one not particularly close to RP, or ‘Received Pronunciation’, is described 
below, and some of the major differences between speakers are noted. 
 
The accent described here is one typical of Newcastle and much of the immediate 
surrounding area. There are some differences in pronunciation between Newcastle 
English and the speech used in neighbouring cities such as Sunderland and Durham, 
and nearby towns in Northumberland such as Morpeth or Ashington. Readers are 
referred to Wells (1982) for a full description and analysis of accents of English found 
in and beyond the British Isles, to Hughes & Trudgill’s (1996) guide to English 
accents and dialects in Britain, and to the Longman Pronunciation Dictionary (Wells, 
2000) (where RP and General American are transcribed). More technical descriptions 
of Newcastle English are to be found in Foulkes & Docherty (1999) and Watt & Allen 
(2003). 
 
As far as spelling and reading tasks are concerned, the important characteristics of a 
person’s accent are: 
 
•  the inventory of phonemes: what distinctive sounds there are. 
• their distribution: what words and positions in the word they occur in. 
 
It is not important to the task of encoding (spelling) how a particular phoneme is 
pronounced (realised) in various accents, although some features which may cause 
confusion - for example, for a non-local teacher - are noted at the end of each section. 
 
Symbols: the symbols used for phonemes (between // brackets) are those commonly 
used by phoneticians, for example in Gimson’s Pronunciation of English (Cruttenden, 
2001). In addition, in the tables the symbols used for phonemes in the DFEE 



publication The NLS: Progression in Phonics (1999) are added in parentheses for 
reference purposes. 
 
Symbols between angled brackets (<>) indicate letter strings, which are referred to as 
graphemes. 
 
 
VOWELS 
 
A. The vowel system of a Newcastle accent: 
 
 
vowel (NLS  example   vowel (NLS  example  vowel (NLS  example 

symbol) word   symbol) word   symbol) word 
 
// (i) sit  /i/ (ee) sheep  /a/ (ie) tie 
// (e) bed  /u/ (ue) soon  // (oi) toy 
/a/ (a) cat  // (ar) farm  /a/ (ow) clown 
// (o) lot  // (or) fork  // (ear) here 
// (oo) put  /ø/ (ur) bird  //  sure 
    /e/ (ae) day      
// (er) banana  // (air) chair   
    /o/ (oe) show     
          
 
(i) // (NLS /oo/) 
For many Newcastle speakers (and speakers of other northern English accents) this 
vowel is found in words such as put, could, foot, hut, cud, putt, etc., although the 
actual pronunciation of the vowel may differ between speakers. Graphemes 
commonly found are: 
 

<u> as in pull, sugar, cut, sun 
<oo>  as in  good, foot, blood 
<o>  as in  wolf, month, son 
<ou>  as in  should, young 
<oe>  as in  does 

 
A table of example words containing this phoneme is given below (Table 1). 
 
However, for some speakers in Newcastle the vowel in the words hut, cud and putt 
differs from that in put, could, foot. It may be the same as the vowel an RP speaker 
would use in these words, or slightly different, but in either case there will be an 
additional vowel, //, in the system. This vowel would usually be used in the lower set 
of words (set 1b) in Table 1 below. A third possibility is that a speaker will use the // 
vowel in the words in 1b; there is much variation between speakers, and even between 
utterances from the same speaker. 
 



As can be seen from this table, both // and // can be represented by the same 
graphemes (with the exception of <oe> in does), although most words containing // 
are spelled with <u> (Carney, 1994). 
 
 
Table 1: // (NLS /oo/) and // (NLS /u/) 
 
1a* <u> <oo> † <ou> <o> <oe> 
 put good look should wolf  
 full wood book could   
 pull stood cook would   
 bull foot took    
 push wool     
 bush      
 sugar      
 cushion      
       
1b* cut blood  enough money does 
 hut flood  young month  
 putt   tough son  
 cud   touch mother  
 sun   rough brother  
 luck    love  
 tug    oven  
 much    dozen  
 budge    come  
 dull    Monday  
 sum    one  
 sung    done  
 cup    nothing  
 lush    other  
           
* see discussion above. 
 
The words marked with † may for some speakers have an /u/ vowel instead of //. 
These are words where <oo> is followed by <k> in the spelling. 
 
 
(ii) // 
This vowel is merging with the // vowel in many English accents (including 
Newcastle English), but in Newcastle English it is still regularly found in words such 
as: 
 

<ure>   sure, cure 
<our>   tour 
<oor>   poor, moor 

 



B. Some phoneme - grapheme correspondences and sample word lists: 
 
(i) /a/ (NLS /a/) 
 

<a>      <au> 
cat    bath    laugh 
clap    grass   draughts 
mad   ask   aunt 
ham   castle 
man   after 
maths   branch 
gas   dance 
thank   answer 
lamp   example 

 
The words in the two right-hand columns would for almost all Newcastle speakers 
contain an /a/, but might, under the influence of RP, occasionally be produced with 
// by a few (see below). These are mostly, but not all, words where the vowel is 
followed by either / s f/, as in bath, glass, laugh, or /m/ or /n/ followed by another 
consonant, as in example or dance. 
 
 
(ii) // (NLS /ar/) 
 
This vowel is very commonly represented by the grapheme <ar>. 
 

<ar>  <al>  <a>  <ear>  <er> 
car   palm   father   heart   clerk 
start  calm  rather    sergeant 
garden  half  tomato 
sharp    banana 
farm 
party 

 
Note that a small number of words (e.g. master, plaster, disaster) also take // in 
Newcastle English, while in phrases such as half-past, the word half is often 
pronounced with /a/ instead of //. The /a/ vowel may also be used in father. Can’t is 
pronounced with an // if it is pronounced as a one-syllable word, but if it is 
pronounced as cannot, as is common in Newcastle, the first vowel will be /a/. 



(iii) // (NLS /o/) 
 

<o>   <a>   <au> 
lot   swan   sausage 
stop   was  cauliflower 
doll  what  fault 
off  wash  assault 
con  want 
odd  squabble 
rock  salt 
lodge  watch 
bomb  wrath 
long  swap 
notch  wallet 
cloth 
posh 

 
Words containing // are usually spelled with an <o>. The // which occurs after a /w/ 
is usually spelled with an <a>, even if there isn’t a <w> in the spelling (as in quarrel, 
squabble, squash, etc.). 
 
 
 
(iv) /u/ (NLS /ue/) 
 
<u..e>  <ue>  <oo>  <o>  <ou>  <ew> 
tune  blue  soon  do  group  new 
rude  true  cool  to  wound  few 
flute  clue  food  who  route  flew 
rule  fuel  loop  move  youth  crew 
use    room  prove    stew 
huge    too  lose    newt 

loose  tomb    news 
roof 
tooth 
smooth 

    zoo 
 

Many other graphemes are also possible for this vowel (e.g. two, truth, shoe, bruise, 
feud, music, beauty, queue, vacuum, manoeuvre, etc.). 
 
Note that words such as house, mouth, town or about are frequently pronounced using 
the /u/ vowel in Newcastle English; these are noted in section (viii) below. 



(v) /o/ (NLS /oe/) 
 

<o..e>  <o>  <oe>  <ow>  <oa> 
phone  no  toe  know  coat 
code  so  hoe  own  goal 
rope  go  foe  bowl  soap   
robe  roll    glow  moan 
stole  most    sow  soak 
note  open    row  poach 
joke  ogre    flow  road 
clothes  over      loaf 
doze  cold      foam 
home  ocean 

   comb 
 
Several other graphemes are also possible (e.g. though, gateau, soul). Some 
Newcastle English speakers use /a/ in certain words which for others take /o/: snow, 
know, and cold are examples. No may be pronounced with an /i/, while stone, home, 
and some other words in this group may be pronounced with a vowel similar to that 
found in here or beard. /o/ preceding /l/ in words like old or soldier is sometimes 
pronounced with an /a/ diphthong like that found in owl or sound. 
 
 
 
(vi) // (NLS /or/) 
 
<or>  <ore>  <our>  <aw>  <au>  <al> 
for  pore  pour  paw  taut  walk 
  
ford  tore  four  fawn  audience talk 
  
fork  core  court  brawl  applause chalk 
torch  more  course  hawk  sauce    
fort  store 
horse 
 
 
Several other graphemes are also possible (e.g. wall, door, bought, warm, broad, 
hoarse, taught). Some of the words spelled with an <a>, such as tall, walk, warn, etc. 
can be pronounced with an /a/ vowel by certain Newcastle English speakers, though 
when used in a word like talk the vowel tends to be longer in duration than the /a/ 
vowel in, say, tack, so that although the vowels have the same quality, the words still 
sound different. 
 



(vii) /ø/ (NLS /ur/) 
 

<er>  <ur>  <ir>  <ear>  <or> 
herd  curd  bird  heard  word 

 herb  burn  skirt  learn  worm 
 merge  hurt  birch  earth  world 
 term  curve  girl  pearl  work 
 swerve  urge  stir  rehearse worth 
 fern  lurk  dirge  early  worthy 
 alert  nurse  firm    worst 
 jersey  lurch 
 germ  fur 
   curl 
 
 
There are a few other graphemes used to represent this vowel (e.g. masseur, colonel, 
whirr, burr, err). Those words in which /ø/ occurs after /w/ are always spelled with 
an <o>, with the exception of some proper names (e.g. Wurlitzer, Werther’s) and loan 
words from foreign languages (e.g. liverwurst). 
 
Some Newcastle speakers may not make a distinction between the /ø/ vowel and that 
of words like short or course (i.e. the // vowel). This means that for these speakers, 
shirt and short sound the same, as do turn and torn, perch and porch, etc. Some words 
in the above set (e.g. learn, jersey, germ) may be pronounced with an // vowel rather 
than /ø/ or //, so that darn and learn would rhyme with one another. 
 
(viii) /a/ (NLS /ow/) 
 

<ou>  <ow>   
 house  cow   
 out  owl 
 loud  gown 
 mouth  crowd 
 blouse  how 
 gouge  now 
 foul  bow 
 pouch  endow 
 sound  row 
 mount 
 oust  
 
Other graphemes used to represent this diphthong are found in, for example, plough 
and aural (for some speakers). 
 
Many /a/ words like mouth, out, about, house or town may be pronounced using an 
/u/ vowel, so that pairs like mouse and moose, or a boot and about, are 
indistinguishable. This pronunciation in has led to the commonly-used spellings Toon 
and Broon (as in Newcastle Brown Ale). 



(ix) /a/ (NLS /ie/) 
 
<i..e>  <ie>  <igh>   <y..e>  <y>  <i> 
pipe  pie  night  rhyme  dry  bicycle 
tribe  tie  sigh  style  ply  tidal 
site  die  thigh  byte  fry  digest 
side  fried  high  scythe  cry  finance 
like  lie  flight  dyke  cycle  idle 
life      Tyne  by  silence 
drive        pry  hi 
nice        pylon  blind 
size        shy  I 
oblige        why  gigantic 
file        gyrate  rifle 
time        my  cider 
line          alibi 
lithe 
 
 
There are numerous other graphemes used to represent this vowel, as in eye, guy, 
island,  eider, rye, sign, diamond, violent, guide, buy, aisle, etc. The words either and 
neither generally take /i/ (NLS /ee/) rather than /a/ in Newcastle English. 
Conversely, the words night and right can be pronounced with an /i/ by some 
speakers, so that night and neat sound the same. 
 
(x) stressed and unstressed vowels 
In unstressed prefixes such as con- (com-), ex- and ad-, Newcastle English speakers 
tend to use a full rather than a reduced vowel: 
 

// (rather than //) in computer, confirm 
// (rather than //) in examine, experiment 
/a/ (rather than //) in advantage, advice 

 
 
CONSONANTS 
 
A. Inventory: 
 
The inventory of consonant phonemes is the same as is used in RP. There is, for 
example, /w/, as in was, witch, which, where, but no // (NLS /wh/), which occurs in 
the last two examples in some accents (such that in Scottish English, for example, 
witch and which or wear and where do not sound exactly alike). 
 
Unlike speakers of many other northern English accents, Newcastle English speakers 
do not ‘drop’ the /h/ phoneme at beginnings of words like hat, happy, hear, hurriedly, 
except when the word is an unstressed grammatical word like he, him, her, his, had, 
have, etc. 
 



 
B. Distribution: 
 
Like almost all other accents of English in England, /r/ is only pronounced either at 
the beginning of a syllable (as in red, rhyme) or between two vowels (as in very, 
barrel, carriage). Although it appears in the spelling, /r/ is not pronounced after a 
vowel at the end of a syllable (e.g. in farm, girl, court, car, store, pair). Word-final /r/ 
(as in car, store, pair) can, however, be pronounced if words of this kind are followed 
by words beginning with vowels, as in car alarm, store assistant, pair of shoes, 
though not all Newcastle English speakers do this (e.g. it is not heard between clear 
and of in all recordings of the instruction Stand clear of the doors please used on the 
Tyneside Metro). 
 
Newcastle English speakers also tend to avoid the so-called ‘intrusive /r/’ which 
speakers of many other varieties of English in England would use in phrases such as 
law and order, India and Pakistan, pizza and chips, and in words like drawing. 
 
It is still relatively rare to hear Newcastle English speakers pronouncing // and // 
(NLS /th/) so that they sound like /f/ and /v/ respectively (so that e.g.  wreath and reef, 
or lather and lava, sound the same). The substitution of /n/ for // (NLS /ng/) in words 
like running or talking is, however, very common. 
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